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Monthly Status Report
Prime Focus Imaging Spectrograph

October 2003

K. Nordsieck
Optics

• Lens fabrication progress (Janos Technology): 
- The four replacement NaCl crystals have been tested for birefringence, and two candidates

have been selected for the replacement collimator NaCl element.  This element
(Collimator #6) is in generation and is projected for delivery by the end of November.

- For the camera, two spherical surface lenses are still outstanding.  Element #9, the field
flattener, has finally been delivered to Janos by the outside vendor that was responsible
for generating its peculiar shape.  The generated element has an improved, but still out-of
-specification wedge, but the effect of this may be corrected by offsetting the dewar by
an amount which is within range of the adjustment.   Element #6 is on hold as the pickup. 
It will be released when the remaining elements are complete. 

• Asphere progress (Coastal Optics):  The delivery for camera element #1 continues to slip, but
the vendor has now got past the difficulties that had been holding up progress (mostly an
unexpected time required to remove the diamond-turning generation marks).  Final testing at
Coastal (to be witnessed by Alan Schier) is expected by the end of the month. We are looking at
ways to speed up the coating delivery for the camera optics in order to maintain the original
schedule.

• Coatings:  Two collimator lenses are at Spectrum Thin Films for multilayer coatings; test runs
are now being made, and the coatings will be made immediately thereafter.  Three collimator
lenses are at Cleveland Crystals for solgel coatings; handling fixtures are in manufacturing.

• Optomechanical progress (Alan Schier):
- Phase III (detailed design) is complete and a full set of manufacturing drawings delivered.
- An updated Phase IV (fabrication and assembly) quote was received and approved.  Two

quotes for additional work, the camera kinematic mount and the beamsplitter mount
design, have been approved and fabrication work has started.

- We expect delivery of the collimator optics will be complete by the end of the year, and
assembly will start immediately.  This would put the collimator ahead of schedule.

• Waveplate progress (Halle).  The waveplates have been received and meet specifications.

• Beamsplitter progress (Karl Lambrecht) 
- Fabrication of the 18 calcite prism elements continues.  The next milestone will be
assembly into the beamsplitter mosaic frame.  This is not likely until the end of the year.

• The VPH grating contract was awarded to Wasatch Photonics, and the substrates will be
shipped to them soon.  We are still discussing the capping epoxy to be used, with inputs from
Chris Clemens.  Delivery is 6-8 weeks.
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• The 300 line/mm surface relief grating order has just been awarded to Richardson Grating Lab. 
Delivery is 9-10 weeks.

• The slitviewer optics is overdue from Tucson Optical Research.

• A preliminary quotation for the Order Blocking Filters has been received from Omega Optical.
All glasses are readily available except for the 340 nm filter, for which both Schott and Hoya
have discontinued production. Omega has one sheet of Hoya UV-34 (from HST days) which
they have agreed to use.  The filters will probably be AR coated by Spectrum Thin Films, since
Omega will not coat to our specification.

• Work continues on v2.0 of the Acceptance Testing Plan.

•  Two PFIS talks were prepared for the Science with SALT conference.

Mechanical 

• The mass budget was updated using more detailed designs for the weldments and etalon
mechanisms.  The as- delivered mass margin has improved by about 3 kg.

• Structure:
The fabrication of the structure is progressing. The collimator tube and I-beam are being
fabricated. The jigging fixture is out to be annealed.  Welding of the structure can then begin in
earnest. 

• Mechanisms:
- Slitmask:  The mechanism is wired and we will perform a live test shortly - we are waiting

on one of the electronics boxes. 
- Waveplate: Assembly is nearly completed; we are still waiting on a couple of wire EDM

parts. Then we will proceed with wiring. 
- Articulation Mechanism: The weldment has been fabricated as well as nearly all of the

parts. We are waiting a few of the last COTS parts. 
- Grating: The weldment and parts fabrication will be completed this week. 
- Filter Mechanism: Part fabrication is well along - the main outstanding part is the sliding

baffle for the magazine which will need some special jigging to facilitate its fabrication. 
- Optomechanical: Interfacing with the Pilot Group on the design of the kinematic mounts

for  the camera. 

• South Africa Meetings:
Half of the last month was taken up with a trip to South Africa during which we were able to
visit the SALT site as well as have some very useful meetings with SALT and SAAO engineers:

- Discussion of installing PFIS on the rho-stage including positioning and aligning.
- Guider mounting and access to guider for removal. 
- Interfaces of wires, and pipes. 
- Dewar interface, mounting and envelope. 
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- Discussion on maintenance/ parts lists and dealing with imperial dimensioned hardware.  
- Machining capabilities in Sutherland during commissioning 

Control

• Electronics boxes: The boxes are currently being wired: the PCS (power supplies and main PCI
card cage) & SCB (PCI to mechanism interface) are completed .  PSC1 (mechanism controls and
interlocks for slitmask, waveplate, shutter, and focus) is nearly ready for slitmask testing.   All
custom boards have been received from the vendor, and 3 of 5 are wired.

• Coded slitmask mechanism server control software in LabVIEW

• Minor updates to control system schematics and signals data base. 

• Star tracker: Consulted with SALT team on use of the ST5000.

• PI Tool software:
- Refined the SALT/PFIS PIPT interface.
- Added Kurucz model atmosphere spectra to spectrum generator.
- Brought PI Tool into the "netbeans" development Java environment being used by SALT.
- Completed Phase I Labview PIPT simulator.
- Designed Phase II simulator, based on refined "tree" philosophy for enforcing sensible

configurations.

• PFIS slit mask design software:
- Evaluation of software environment, in particular Gemini GMOS tool    
- Evaluation of language environment, i.e., Java vs. TCL/TK    
- Definition of data format for slit mask description
- Implementation of basic slit mask drawing classes in Java   

  
• Slitmask cutter software: Received detailed software manual for slitcutter from vendor.

Management

• Produced 2003 Quarter 3 Quarterly Report.

Etalons (Ted Williams and Chuck Joseph) 

The first ET150 plates have returned from coating.  The coatings and flatness are good.  ICOS is
completing the dimensioning of the spacers (this is critical as the gap is very small) and then
gold coat the capacitor pillars (which are polished in conjunction with the piezos).  They will
then need to bond connecting wires to the pillars before assembly can take place.  The first
etalon is expected at Rutgers soon, followed by the second etalon two weeks later.
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Test preparations are continuing for a rapid turn around once the etalons arrive at Rutgers.  We
are continuing our tests on the ARIES etalons and filters.   We have converted the lab test setup
to the to accommodate the large SALT etalons.  We will run some additional test with the
ARIES etalons and filters to verify the alignment of the SALT test set up.

A “crash dummy” etalon made of an aluminum cylinder has been fabricated.  This mock up
etalon has the precise weight and volume of a real SALT etalon.  It will be used to test the
rigidity and gap tolerances of the slide insertion mechanism prior to committing an expensive
glass etalon to the task.   Hence, we use the term “Crash Dummy”.

Detectors (Darragh O'Donoghue)
           
• PFIS Sub-systems controller

- The subsystems controller hardware is 90% complete.
- The subsystems controller software is 95% complete.
- The subsystems controller documentation is 90% complete.

• CCD. The PFIS preamp PCB design is still in progress.

• Mosaicing system
- The mosaicing system hardware and software is currently being transferred  to the clean

room computer. The mosaicing frame has been painted black to eliminate unwanted
reflections when imaging the CCD's during offset and  rotation adjustments. Analysis
shows that rotating the camera and axial illuminator by about 6 degrees to eliminate
reflections off the CCD's has  minimal effect on image quality and scale.

- Tests will be done to determine optimal camera rotation.
- The calibration flat and "mirror prism" have arrived and the mirror prism has been glued

onto its mount.
- The 2 mm gauge blocks have been glued onto the mosaicing system using the optical flat to

align them.

• PFIS Cryostat:
-  Housing is complete.
-  The manifold has been programmed to the CNC and a "dummy" is being cut from

aluminium before the actual copper manifold is cut.  
-  Lens clamp design to be finalized.
-  Lid to be complete once lens clamp design is finalized (current status - 95%).
-  Top heat shield design to be completed.
-  Decenter assembly design still outstanding.

• CCD Mosaicing:
-  The Coldplate is still on the milling machine (Escape), expected to be completed not later

than Friday.
-  The 3 Braces and Jig Legs that goes onto the Coldplate are being machined at Escape.
-  Escape were informed to be on "standby" when and if necessary to grind CCD shims to
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size. They will make a jig in the meantime that will hold the shims on the grinding bench.
-  Assembly, cleaning and final lapping process have to be clarified and communicated with

Escape.
-  Dummy Coldplate assembly is ready for testing and process simulations.
-  Coldplate Assembly: Transfer box needs to be bought / made. 

Activities for the next month

• Optics
- Work on Testing and Commissioning Plan
- Monitor lens fabrication and coating
- Order order-blocking filters
- Issue RFQ for VPH coatings and Calcite coatings
- Order waveplate focus compensators.

• Mechanical
- Fabrication at Rutgers - work with Rutgers to facilitate smooth progress of structure

fabrication. 
- Live test of slitmask mechanism 
- Mount waveplate encoders and test waveplate mechanism. 
- Assemble grating, filter and articulation mechanisms 
- Design Dolly. 
- Get drawings of mirror structure and guider mount out to machining. 

• Opto-Mechanical
- Continue lens holder fabrication
- Settle on a protocol for testing the thermal behavior of the calcite blank in its frame, and

execute the test.   
- Design the frame for the calcite beam splitters.
- Design calibration setup and order parts.

• Control
- Continue with Labview coding of mechanism servers, and test as mechanisms become

available
- Continue Java coding of the PI Planning Tool
- Finish electronics box wiring; wire mechanisms as they become available.

•  Fabry-Perot
- Prepare for rapid turn around of the test results of etalon #1.
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